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About This Game

A good opportunity to show your ability to drive in tight spaces.
This game will develop your driving skills.

The best car simulation parking game.

Features :
- Realistic driving experience.

- Unique 200 level.
- Challenging levels.

- High quality graphics.
- Very challenging levels.

- Realistic car physics.
- Different areas.

- Vehicle color setting.
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Title: Retro Parking
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
BYCODEC TEKNOLOJI LTD
Publisher:
BYCODEC TEKNOLOJI LTD
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: All Windows

Processor: İntel Generic Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Generic Screen Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Card

English
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Oddly pretty, simplistic but highly entertaining as a skills tester, and for $3 why not?!

Only con I can think of is the music and volume could do with a slider option.. Great game; brilliantly simple and rewardingly
hard.
Has some controller support, but it could be better (joy2key is an easy remedy, though).
Why aren't more people talking about this game?. \u00a31.69? Ha. Money well spent. Challenging game, simple concept well
executed. Buy it and support the developer.. Very hard game. I didn't think driving would be this hard. If I did tests for my
driving license, I think I would crash a few times. Overall a fun but stressful game. :(. I bought this to entertain a small child.....
turns out it is one damn fine game.... Requires a fine touch and patience. Some achievements would be nice and a choice of
vehicles, but a solid solid game, well worth the money. One of the best budget-friendly games. Nice controls, well-designed
circuits. Support the developer.. Tak boleh main pakai Joystick.
Barua haram jadah.
Logitech F710 pun tak detect. Phuuuiiiii....!!!
Tak syok main pakai keyboard game gini. Kalo aku kaya, ada steering wheel, sedap jugak.. I bought this on a rainy day to have
some fun as it reminded me of the SCS Software's version for trucks. The VW Beetle is very well modelled and they have kind
of got the right sound to it. The open titles and setup is basic, however each level is nicely set out and with great graphics. The
default controls are simple and the vehicle behaves as you would expect it too. There doesn't seem to be any demo of what you
need to do to complete each level, so its very much go as you are and explore. You might need to adjust the angle and zoom to
get a better overall picture of the level you have to complete.

I like the game, its simple and entertaining enough to kill a few hours.. Very addicting game if you are into these parking type
games. There is 200 levels to last you a while. However, the game does get a little boring after you play it for a long time. But i
got it on sale for $0.49, so totally worth it if you ask me.
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Decentish game for something to waste money on, buggy when you drive up\/down slopes lots of unrealistic backward \/
forwards so not sharp enough steering, you cannot use the mouse to look around either, only slider bar. Sounds great! And really
cool small game. Amazing game, the controls and graphics are so good.. Test your patience with this awesome cone test driving
course.. So then, what to say about this game....Let's do It lazy style!

or you can simply watch my video review here;
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=t48yd4syUMw

 PROS
=====
It has a VDUB in it!
The car itself is nicely modelled.
There are a lot of levels and they are all challenging.
As you progress the challenges evolve and expand making it tougher.
It's reasonably priced.
GREAT Music track, I like it anyways :-)
Addictive (kinda)

 CONS
======
The car sound OMG!!!!!!!! Terrible, horrendous!
It's not the best Mobile->PC Port I have seen.
Controller setup is clunky, poorly worded and annoying.
Controls are not great, sharp turning and reversing especially.
No Timer, no replay entertainment value. Play once, throw away.
No controller support for wheels (not that I have yet figured anyway)
No 1st person view.
Rushed maps, lots of gaps you can cheat through.
The camera angle and the camera controls, nasty :-(

It has a great idea and with some work it could be a really, really great game. For \u00a32 what can you expect and when you
put it like that it's OK I guess and it is KINDA addictive, until you get too annoyed with the controls and camera angles that is.

Overall score: 45\/100
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